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TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
Volume 342, Number 1, March 1994 
INTERSECTION BODIES AND THE BUSEMANN-PETTY PROBLEM 
R. J. GARDNER 
ABSTRACT. It is proved that the answer to the Busemann-Petty problem con- 
ceming central sections of centrally symmetric convex bodies in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Ed is negative for a given d if and only if certain centrally 
symmetric convex bodies exist in Ed which are not intersection bodies. It is 
also shown that a cylinder in Ed is an intersection body if and only if d < 4, 
and that suitably smooth axis-convex bodies of revolution are intersection bod- 
ies when d < 4. These results show that the Busemann-Petty problem has a 
negative answer for d > 5 and a positive answer for d = 3 and d = 4 when 
the body with smaller sections is a body of revolution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years much attention has been paid to the class of centred zonoids, 
otherwise known as projection bodies. This subclass of the centrally symmetric 
convex bodies has surprising applications to several areas of mathematics, such 
as measure theory, combinatorics, functional analysis, and stochastic geometry, 
as well as to crystallography, stereology, and mathematical economics (see, for 
example, the articles [BL] by J. Bourgain and J. Lindenstrauss or [SW] by R. 
Schneider and W. Weil). In his article [LI], E. Lutwak introduced the class of 
intersection bodies, which is in a sense dual to the class of projection bodies 
and for which it is natural to expect similarly wide applications. It is too early 
to say whether this expectation is fully justified, but the results of the present 
paper indicate that at the very least intersection bodies hold the key to one of 
the most intriguing unsolved problems of geometric tomography, the so-called 
Busemann-Petty problem. 
In [BP], H. Busemann and C. M. Petty asked the following question, mo- 
tivated by interest in area in Minkowskian geometry. Suppose K1 and K2 
are convex bodies in d-dimensional Euclidean space Ed which are centrally 
symmetric with centre at the origin, and that 
Ad_I(K1 n ul) < Ad_I(K2 n u'), 
for all u E Sd-i . Then is it true that 
Ad (KI1) < Ad (Kf2) ? 
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436 R. J. GARDNER 
(Here Ai denotes i-dimensional Lebesgue measure.) The Busemann-Petty prob- 
lem has appeared in several places in the literature. See, for example, the articles 
[B2j, [K], [MP, p. 99] and [Be, p. 663], and the books [BZ, p. 154] and [CFG, 
Problem A9, p. 22]. After a breakthrough by D. G. Larman and C. A. Rogers 
in [LR], and a series of fine papers by other authors, it is known that the an- 
swer is negative for d > 7, even if K2 is a ball (see [Bo] by Bourgain or [G] 
by A. Giannopoulos; also [B, GR, and T]). On the other hand, there are some 
positive results. H. Hadwiger and M. Giertz independently showed, in [H] and 
[Gi] respectively, that the question has an affirmative answer when K1 and K2 
are coaxial convex bodies of revolution in E3. Busemann and Petty noted in 
[BP] that the Busemann intersection inequality [B1, (4), p. 2]) may be applied 
to obtain a positive answer to the Busemann-Petty problem when K1 is an el- 
lipsoid. Lutwak [LI, Theorem 10.1] proved a far-reaching generalization of this 
fact by showing that the same is true whenever K1 is an intersection body. 
We prove here that the answer to the Busemann-Petty problem is negative 
for d > 5, and positive when K1 is a body of revolution in Ed for d = 3 
or 4. After obtaining these results, we received a preprint of the paper [P] by 
M. Papadimitrakis, in which counterexamples are also constructed for d = 5 
and d = 6. His methods are in some ways similar to ours, in that they exploit 
the ability to invert integral transforms of rotationally symmetric functions. In 
other ways our approach is quite different, and we believe our formulation pin- 
points the fundamental reason for the existence of such examples (see especially 
the final displayed inequality in the proof of Theorem 6.1). We are also able to 
exhibit the first completely explicit examples in less than seven dimensions, in 
Remark 6.4. 
In our approach we focus on Lutwak's class of intersection bodies. We extend 
the results of Lutwak in [LI] to prove that the answer to the Busemann-Petty 
problem is positive for a given d if and only if every centrally symmetric 
convex body in Ed, whose radial function is infinitely differentiable and whose 
Gaussian curvature is everywhere positive, is an intersection body (see Theorem 
3. 1). Intersection bodies are not required to be convex; in fact Lutwak's theorem 
mentioned above holds for star bodies, and this extension is crucial, as we show 
below (see Remark 5.2(ii)). In Theorem 6.1 we show that there is a quite simple 
geometric reason why a cylinder in Ed for d > 5 is not an intersection body. 
Counterexamples are then provided by approximating a cylinder by suitable 
convex bodies. To obtain our positive results, we show in Theorem 5.1 that 
under certain conditions, every centred star body of revolution in Ed for d = 3 
and 4 is an intersection body. Corollary 5.3 contains the results of [H] and 
[Gi], and without any restriction on the body K2. Professor Papadimitrakis 
has informed the author that he also has some positive results in Ed for d = 3 
and 4. 
Since submission of this paper, there have been further developments. A new, 
and in some ways more appropriate, definition of the term intersection body 
has been proposed by Lutwak; see the next section. Moreover, the Busemann- 
Petty problem is now settled in each dimension. For d = 4, a negative answer 
has been obtained by Gaoyong Zhang (see [Z2, Z3]). Zhang achieves this by 
means of a characterization of intersection bodies (in the new sense) in terms 
of Lutwak's dual mixed volumes which he found earlier in [Z1 ]. This character- 
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ization allows him to conclude (see [Z3, Lemma 2]) that the differentiability and 
curvature assumptions of our Theorem 3.1 can actually be removed; thus, the 
Busemann-Petty problem has a positive answer in Ed if and only if each cen- 
trally symmetric convex body in Ed is an intersection body (in the new sense). 
Zhang then shows that in Ed, d > 4, a cube is not an intersection body (in the 
new sense). Some of the other results of this paper are also re-proved by Zhang 
via his characterization of intersection bodies. For d = 3, the present author 
proves in [Ga] that the answer to the Busemann-Petty problem is affirmative. 
I thank Professors R. Schneider and V. Oliker for some helpful information 
concerning the differentiability properties of convex bodies. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote the unit sphere and closed unit ball in d-dimensional Euclidean 
space Ed by Sd-I and B, respectively. If u E Sd-I , then u' is the subspace 
orthogonal to u. We write Ai for i-dimensional Lebesgue measure, which we 
identify with i-dimensional Hausdorff measure. We also let Kd = id(B) and 
()d = id-Il(Sd 1) = dKd . 
As is usual, we denote by C (or Cm ) the class of continuous (or infinitely 
differentiable, respectively) functions. By Ce or Cej1 we mean the even func- 
tions in these classes. 
Suppose q is the vertical angle for spherical polar coordinates in Ed; that is, 
the angle between a vector and the positive xd-axis. We then say that a function 
f on Sd-I is rotationally symmetric (with respect to the xd-axis) if its values 
depend only on 0. 
A convex body is a compact convex set with nonempty interior. A set L is 
star-shaped at the origin if it contains the origin, and every line through the 
origin which meets L does so in a (possibly degenerate) line segment. If L is 
star-shaped at the origin, its radialfunction PL is defined by 
PL(U) = sup{c > 0: cu E L}, 
for u E 5d-1 . By a star body we mean a compact set which is star-shaped at 
the origin and whose radial function is continuous. We say a set is centred if it 
is centrally symmetric with centre at the origin. By a cylinder in Ed we shall 
always mean a right spherical cylinder; that is, the vector sum of a (d - 1)- 
dimensional ball and an orthogonal closed line segment. 
Suppose L is a star body of revolution. Then L is said to be axis-convex 
if each line parallel to its axis which meets it does so in a (possibly degenerate) 
line segment. 
Suppose g E C(Sd- 1), and f is defined by 
f(u) = 1 g(v) did-2(V) 
Sd-inu I 
for all u E Sd- ; that is, f(u) is the integral of g over the great sphere in 
Sd-i orthogonal to u. Then we write 
f =Rg, 
and say that f is the spherical Radon transform of g. The following useful 
fact is known about R (see [He1, p. 161]). 
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2.1. Proposition. Suppose f E Co (Sd-1). Then there is a g E C.(Sd-) 
such that f = Rg. 
It is also known (see [He,, p. 144]) that R is selfadjoint, in the sense that 
for f and g in Ce(Sd- )d 
A f(u)(Rg)(u) dAd-i (u) = | (Rf )(u)g(u) dAd-I (u) 
JSd- 1 J5d_ (R)ugu dId.() 
From this and the fact that by Proposition 2.1, the range of R is dense in 
Ce(Sdil), it follows that R is injective on Ce(Sd-i). (Direct proofs of the 
injectivity are given in [SI] and [Pe, p. 1546].) We shall also use the fact that 
R commutes with rotations. This is proved in [Gr, p. 193] for the Radon 
transform on complex projective space, and the proof for R is the same. 
The star body L is called an intersection body if there is another star body 
M such that 
PL (U) =Ad- I (Mn u1) , 
for all u E Sd-i . We also say that L is the intersection body of M and write 
L = IM. It is known (see [Li, (8.3)]) that in this case there is a unique such M 
which is also centred. Clearly any intersection body is centred. It is also easy 
to see, using the polar coordinate formula for volume, that a star body L is 
an intersection body if and only if PL = Rg for some nonnegative continuous 
function g; just take g = p1/(d - 1). 
It is worth mentioning that Lutwak has offered as an alternative and different 
definition of intersection body, a star body L such that PL = RM , where ,u 
is an even finite Borel measure in Sd-i . Though there are several reasons to 
prefer this definition, we shall adhere to the geometrically simpler definition in 
the previous paragraph. 
The following theorem is Theorem 1 0.1 of [LI]. 
2.2. Lutwak's theorem. Suppose LI is an intersection body and L2 is an ar- 
bitrary star body, such that Ad- I (LI n uL) < Ad- I(L2 n u'), for all u e Sd- I 
Then 
id (LI ) < Ad (L2) A 
3. INTERSECTION BODIES AND THE BUSEMANN-PETTY PROBLEM 
3.1. Theorem. Let d > 3. The Busemann-Petty problem has a positive answer 
in Ed if and only if each centrally symmetric convex body K in Ed, with PK E 
C,i (Sd-1) and with everywhere positive Gaussian curvature, is an intersection 
body. 
Proof. Suppose there are centred convex bodies Ki and K2 in Ed with 
Ad-dI (Ki n ul) < Ad Id(K2 n u-), for all u E Sd-I, and Ad(KI) > iAd(K2). 
By approximating, we can find a centrally symmetric convex body K', with 
PK; E Coo (Sd-i) and with everywhere positive Gaussian curvature, such that 
K' C Ki and Add(Kl) > Add(K2). To accomplish this approximation, we first 
appeal to a theorem of Schneider in [S2], which provides an approximating KI 
which is centred and has everywhere positive Gaussian curvature and an analytic 
boundary hypersurface. Now the map which takes PK' (U)U E aK to u E Sd-I 
is certainly C??, and from this one can conclude that PK, E Coo (Sd- ) 
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If K' is an intersection body, we must have Ad-I (K1 nfu') > Ad-I (K2n u'), 
for some u E Sd-i , by Lutwak's theorem. This is impossible, so K' is not an 
intersection body. 
Conversely, suppose there is a centrally symmetric convex body K2 in Ed, 
with PK2 E Coo(Sd-i) and everywhere positive Gaussian curvature, which is 
not an intersection body. We follow the argument of Theorem 12.2 of [LI]. By 
Proposition 2.1, there is a g E Coo(Sd-l) such that PK2 = Rg. Choose an 
F E Ce??(Sdi) which is nonnegative when g is negative, and zero otherwise. 
There is an h E Ce?(Sdi) such that F = Rh, by Proposition 2.1 again. If 
c > 0 is any constant such that p d-i - ch is positive on Sd-i, we define a star 
body Ki (depending on c) by 
d-i -d-i ch PK, PK2 ch. 
In Theorem 12.2 of [LI] it is shown that Ad I(Ki n uI) < Adi(K2 Kn ul), for 
all u E Sd-I, but Ad(Ki) > Ad(K2). Therefore it only remains to prove that 
for suitable c the star body Ki is actually convex. By the definition of PK1, 
it and any of its derivatives converge uniformly to PK2 and its corresponding 
derivatives, respectively, as c tends to zero. In [0, 2.5] one can find a formula 
for the Gaussian curvature of a star body containing the origin in terms of its 
radial function, the numerator of which is a determinant whose entries involve 
only the radial function and its first and second derivatives. Consequently, 
since the Gaussian curvature of K2 is positive everywhere, we can find a c 
which is small enough to ensure that that of Ki is also positive everywhere. It 
then follows from a standard result (see, for example, [KN, p. 41]) that Ki is 
convex. 0 
4. AN INVERSION FORMULA FOR THE SPHERICAL RADON TRANSFORM 
Suppose that f E Ce (Sd-) is rotationally symmetric with respect to the 
xd-axis, and f = Rg for g E Ce(Sd-I). Then, using the facts (see ?2) that R 
is injective on Ce(sd-i) and commutes with rotations, we see that g is also 
rotationally symmetric with respect to the xd-axis. In this section we outline 
the known procedure for finding g in terms of f. 
Let us fix a u E Sd-I . Let p be a point in the (d - 2)-sphere u' n Sd-I 
such that the line 1 through p and the origin has a minimal angle y/ with the 
xd-axis. Then the angle between u and the xd-axis is 7r/2 - y/. Denote by 
a the vertical angle for spherical polar coordinates in u', where we take the 
line / as the vertical axis positively oriented in the direction of p; that is, a 
denotes the angle between a vector in u' and the ray from the origin through 
p. Let q be any vector in u n Sd- I , and suppose q and a are its angles with 
the xd-axis and 1, respectively. Then 
cos X = cos a cos y/. 
Now the function g has the same value at any vector in ul n d-I which 
has the same coordinate a. The set of all such vectors forms a (d - 3)-sphere 
of radius sin a . Using the evenness of g, the equation f = Rg then becomes 
f(2 7) =2ct)d_2 t g(+)sinddr/2 
f - -i =/ 2(d-] g(q5) sind-3 da , 
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for 0 < VI < 7r/2, and we have f(O) = wOd_lg(l/2). We substitute x = cos V 
and t = cos q in the integral to obtain 
f(sin- 
I 
x) - 2Wdd2 g(COS-1 t)(X2 _ t2)(d-4)/2 dt ,(1) 
for 0 < x < 1, and f(sin- 0 ) = wd-19g(COS1 0). With differences only in 
notation, the last displayed equation is (3.10) of [He2]. The equation is inverted 
by standard techniques, assuming the appropriate order of differentiability for 
f, to give the following formula (cf. [He2, (3.1 1)]). 
4.1. Inversion formula. 
g(cos1 t) = - t (-d ) j f(sin-1 x)xd-2(t2 _ X2)(d-4)12 dx 
for 0 < t < 1, and g(cos-1 0) = f(sin- O)/Wd-1. 
5. POSITIVE RESULTS 
5.1. Theorem. Let d = 3 or 4, and suppose that L is an axis-convex centred 
star body of revolution in Ed with PL E Ce (Sd-1). Then L is an intersection 
body. 
Proof. We may suppose that L is a body of revolution about the xd-axis. By 
Proposition 2.1, there is a g E Coo(Sd-1) with PL = Rg. 
Let us first consider d = 3. The inversion formula states that 
t-) 1 d xpL(sin- x)d 
g(cos't= t-X dx, 
for 0 < t < 1, and g(cos-' 0) = pL(sin-1 0)/27t. We have to show that g is 
nonnegative, and this will follow if the integral increases with t. Under the 
substitution s = x/t, the integral becomes 
1 StPL (sin l(st)) d 
But the axis-convexity of L means that sinqpL(q) increases with ,b, so 
xpL(sin-' x) increases with x, and the result follows. 
Now suppose that d = 4. Rather than apply the inversion formula directly, 
it is easier in this case to note that (1) above, with f = PL, becomes 
PL(sin x) = jx g(cos-1 t) dt 
for 0 < x < 1, and pL(sin- 0) = 47rg(cos- 0). Multiplying by x and 
differentiating with respect to x, we obtain 
g(coSIX) = L (xpL(sin x)) 
for 0 < x < 1 and g(cos-1 0) = pL(sin-1 0)/4r. The axis-convexity of L 
immediately implies that g is nonnegative, as required. 0 
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5.2. Remark. (i) We take the trouble to state the previous theorem with the 
axis-convexity condition since similar conditions are used in both [H] and [Gi]. 
Some such condition is certainly necessary, since the theorem is false for star 
bodies satisfying the remaining conditions. This is not difficult to see from [H, 
Example 3(a)] and Lutwak's theorem. 
(ii) It is important to note that even when K is a convex intersection body, 
the unique centred star body M for which K = IM need not be convex. 
A specific example of this phenomenon is provided by the cylinder K in E3 
obtained by rotating the centred square of side 2 in the (xI, x3)-plane about 
the x3-axis. Then M can be computed explicitly from the inversion formula 
4.1 (which, it should be clear, only requires continuity of f for d = 3 ). We find 
that M is the star body of revolution about the x3-axis whose radial function 
pM(X), where q is the vertical angle from the positive x3-axis, is 
PM( =|-cosq + c2bcos%b) if 0 < ?< 
l c v/iif 7r < 0 < 7' if - 
4 2 
and PM(O) = 1/ . Therefore M is a centred cylinder of radius 1 /V/7 and 
height 2/+/E, with its flat top and bottom replaced by certain surfaces, concave 
towards its centre-a "dented tin can" which has the points (0, 0, ? 1//v'2W) 
in its boundary. See also the four-dimensional case in Remark 6.2. 
5.3. Corollary. Let d = 3 or 4, and suppose that L1 is an axis-convex centred 
star body of revolution in Ed. If L2 is an arbitrary star body, and 
Ad-1I(L n ul)<d- I(L2n U1), forallue Sdi, 
then Add(LI) < Ad(L2). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may, by approximating if necessary, 
assume that PL, e Co (Sd-i). (Suppose the xd-axis is the axis of LI, and let 
M1 be the intersection of L1 and,-the {xl, xd}-plane. The boundary of M1 
is given by two continuous functions of xi , so by standard techniques one can 
find an axis-convex centred star body Ml, with Ml c M1, such that Ml is 
symmetric about the xd-axis and PM1 e Ce (Si). The body L' obtained by 
rotating Ml about the xd-axis is then the required approximation.) By Theo- 
rem 5.1, LI is an intersection body, and the corollary follows from Lutwak's 
theorem. 5 
6. NEGATIVE RESULTS 
6. 1. Theorem. If d > 5, a cylinder in Ed is not an intersection body. 
Proof. Let K be a cylinder in Ed, d > 5. Every intersection body is centred, 
and the class of intersection bodies is preserved under linear transformations 
(see [L2, p. 22]). We may therefore suppose that K is the Cartesian product 
of the centred unit (d - 1)-dimensional ball in the plane xd = 0 and the line 
segment [-1, 1] in the xd-axis. 
Suppose that K is an intersection body. Then there is a unique centred star 
body M such that K = IM. This is equivalent to f = Rg, where f = PK 
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and g = pd- I/(d - 1). Since R commutes with rotations, M is also a body 
of revolution about the xd-axis. Now PK(O) = 1, so PM(7(/2) = K-/(d1). d-i 
Furthermore, PK(k) = secq$ for 0 < q < 7r/4. This implies that PM(X) - 
Kd-l(d-1) csc , for 7/4 < ? < z/2, since the corresponding central sections of 
M then have the correct Ad i-measure. 
Geometrically, this means that M must contain the body M' obtained by 
rotating about the xd-axis the triangle in the (xl, xd)-plane with vertices at 
the origin and (K -I (d-l), + Kd-' (d-l)) . Let us compute id-l(M' n xlx), where 
xl is the hyperplane orthogonal to the xi-axis. This is a (d - l)-dimensional 
cylinder with two (d - l)-dimensional cones removed, so we easily find that 
M' 1 2(-l/(d-1))d-1 2 _ l(d-d1)d- 




id 1(M n xlI) < Ad l(Mfl x) = PK(7(/2) = 1, 
so we must have 
ad = 2(d - 2)Kd-2 <1. 
(d -1l)KdlI 
However, it is easily shown that ad+2 > ad, for all d > 1 and one can calculate 
that a5=4/ir>1 and a6=3/2>1. o 
6.2. Remark. It is interesting to apply the argument of Theorem 6.1 when 
d = 4. In this case we find that 
2(d - 2)Kd-21((d - l)Kd-1) = 4K2/3K3 = 1. 
The geometry behind this is clear; the volume of a three-dimensional circular 
cylinder of equal height and radius, less that of a right cone of the same height 
and base, equals the volume contained in a hemisphere of the same radius as the 
cylinder, as Archimedes knew well. So M = M', and M is the star-shaped (at 
the origin) body of revolution about the x4-axis obtained by rotating the triangle 
in the (xl, x4)-plane with vertices at the origin and (K3 1/3, +K31 /3). (Note 
that M is technically not a star body by our definition, since it does not have a 
continuous radial function.) This example also shows that the Busemann-Petty 
problem only just has a positive answer when Ki is a body of revolution and 
d = 4. 
6.3. Theorem. If d > 5, the Busemann-Petty problem has a negative answer. 
Proof. Let d > 5. By Theorem 3. 1, it is enough construct a centrally symmetric 
convex body in Ed which is not an intersection body and which in addition has a 
C?? radial function and everywhere positive Gaussian curvature. The cylinder 
K from Theorem 6.1 fulfills these conditions, except for the last two. Let us 
therefore consider any sequence (Ks) of centred convex bodies of revolution 
about the xd-axis which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) each Kn has PKn E Co (Sd-1) and everywhere positive Gaussian curva- 
ture; 
(ii) the bodies Kn converge to K in the Hausdorff metric; 
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(iii) for any e > 0, the functions PK, (X) and all their derivatives converge 
uniformly to PK(q) and all its corresponding derivatives, respectively, as n 
tends to infinity, for 0 < < 7r/4-e (and therefore also for 37r/4+e < < 7r). 
Here, as before, q denotes the angle from the xd-axis. 
Property (iii) can be obtained by taking the appropriate parts of the boundary 
of Kn to be caps of spheres centred on the xd-axis and with radii approaching 
infinity with n, for example. The condition ensures, in view of the inversion 
formula 4.1, that if pKn = Rgn, then for each e > 0, g, (q) converges uni- 
formly to g(q) for 7/4 + e < X < 3X/4 - e, as n tends to infinity; here g is 
as in Theorem 6.1. 
Let 0 < 3 <4/z - 1 . It is now a straightforward matter to find a sufficiently 
large n so that when the proof of Theorem 6.1 is applied to Kn instead of K 
we conclude that 
2(d - 2)Kd-2/((d - l)Kd-1) < 1 + 3 < 4/. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
6.4. Remark. As in [P], our proof above does not provide explicit counterex- 
amples. We can however prove that when d = 6 one can take K1 to be the 
cyliinder from Theorem 6.1 and K2 to be the convex body of revolution about 
the x6-axis obtained by rotating the curve in the (xI , x6)-plane whose equation 
is 
IxIn + IX61 = an 
where 
_ n]r(l + 6/n) 81/6 a 
I( 1 + 51n)]r(l1 n)J 
and n > 13. The idea is to follow the method used by A. Giannopoulos in [G] 
for a cylinder and ball in Ed with d > 7. The constant a is chosen so that 
the volumes of K1 and K2 are equal, and one then shows that K1 has strictly 
smaller sections. (One would then strictly speaking have to shrink K2 slightly to 
obtain counterexamples to the problem as it is formulated in the introduction.) 
The details are too lengthy to be given here. For d = 5, it appears possible to use 
the same method, but here our proof is not complete, since a certain difference 
of integrals is less amenable to analysis than in the case d = 6. Numerical 
evidence suggests, however, that when d = 5 one can again take K1 to be the 
cylinder from Theorem 6.1 and K2 to be the convex body of revolution about 
the x5-axis obtained by rotating the curve in the (xI , x5)-plane whose equation 
is 
IxiIn + Ix5In = bn 
where 
n](l +5/n) 1/5 
b= (1 + 4/n)](l/n) 
and n > 7. 
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